• Stop trucks crossing the territory of the Kingdom (Transit) to pass through unless with security escort and under the control of public security
• Stop the movement of non-Jordanian trucks from the Karama border crossings, whose goods are intended for Jordanian territory, and transfer the transport process into back to back transport, and not allow Jordanian trucks to leave through the border crossings
• Stop the movement of non-Jordanian trucks from the Jaber border crossing, whose goods are destined for Jordanian territory, and transfer the transport process into back to back transport and not allow Jordanian trucks to leave through the border crossing
• Stop the movement of trucks from the Durra border crossing and the center is used for transit traffic to and from the customs of passenger ships only
• Stop the movement of non-Jordanian trucks from the Customs border crossing for passenger ships, whose goods are intended for Jordanian territory, and transfer the transport process into back to back transport and do not allow Jordanian trucks to leave through the center
• Allow entering trucks from the Omari Border Crossing, whose goods are destined for Jordanian territory, provided that safety rules are followed to limit the spread of the Coronavirus and request a virus-free certificate for the driver issued by approved entities less than 48 hours before the trip.
• Stop truck traffic through the Moudawara border center.